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It has been a remarkable period for global equities since early 2016. Global equities have returned around 40% over that
time, compared with a 2% return for global bonds. All the stars have aligned for equities over this period; better global
growth and earnings has occurred at the same time as inflation has fallen, monetary policy has remained easy and the
$US has weakened.

The other main reason that equity markets have been so strong is that earnings are surging. Earnings have grown by
17% over the past year, well in excess of GDP growth of around 3%, assisted by a jump in the oil price and weakness in
the $US.
Looking forward, we expect that equities will continue to outperform bonds over the next year but by a much smaller
margin. The key issues are:
•

Equity valuations have not materially changed over the past year because equity indices have risen broadly in line
with earnings. Equities also remain very cheap relative to bonds based on historical comparisons.

•

Earnings will remain relatively healthy given the strength of the economic backdrop in the US and Europe.
However some slowdown is likely – we assume earnings growth of 5-8% over the next year.

•

We assume that inflation remains benign and the tightening in global monetary conditions will only occur slowly. A
material rise in inflation would change the outlook and is the main factor for investors to monitor.

Our conclusion is that equities are likely to outperform bonds modestly over the next year, by around 3%, but we will be
watching earnings revisions, inflation and policy closely for a more significant turning point for markets.
We continue to have a preference for international over domestic equities based on better growth prospects and
valuations offshore, and our expectations for a fall in the $A. Europe remains our preferred region based on very strong
macro and reasonable valuations. European exposure can be gained through exposure to funds, ETFs (our preferred
ETFs are IEU and ESTX) or direct stocks.
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Beginning with valuations, it is notable that the surge in equities has not materially changed valuations for global
equities. The forward PE of MSCI World is around 17x, approximately where it was a year ago. This is slightly above long
term averages but is not at an extreme. Relative to bond yields, global equities remain very cheap as shown by the large
gap between the earnings yield and real bond rates; the extremely low level of bond rates means that equities remain
the stand out asset class.
Our view is that valuations should only drive the bond vs equities decision when equity valuations are at an extreme and
this is not the case at the moment.

When we consider the outlook for equities we consider five macro factors:
•

Global growth momentum. There has been clear acceleration in economic momentum all year led primarily by
Europe and the US but partially offset by some recent deceleration in China. Going forward it is unlikely that global
GDP growth will accelerate much further particularly as China slows.

•

Earnings. Earnings growth has been remarkably strong over the past year, as we will discuss below, and earnings
have consistently been revised up. This was particularly evident in the recent US reporting season where more
than 70% of companies reported earnings ahead of analysts’ expectations.

•

Inflation. Whether core CPIs in key regions are rising or falling is critical because it influences the future direction
of monetary policy. Over the past year inflation has been remarkable benign given the lift in economic activity.

•

Monetary policy. The absence of inflation has meant that monetary policy remains easy across the globe. Even
though the US Federal Reserve is now raising rates, it has been able to do so at a leisurely pace. The ECB
continues with quantitative easing although it may start withdrawing some liquidity through 2018.

•

$US. A weaker $US generally supports equities through the effect on reported earnings, as we will discuss below.
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What is remarkable when we look at these factors is that for most of this year all of these variables have been pointing
to equity outperformance. It is a rare event for all the stars to align; for better global growth and earnings to occur at
the same time as falling inflation, easy monetary policy and a weakening $US. It is more often that that better growth
momentum is balanced by higher inflation and tighter policy.
Going forward, conditions will not be as conducive and we expect growth momentum, policy and the $US in particular to
be more challenging for equities. To hone in on a forecast, we combine these factors into a Bond Equity Timing (BET)
model. The model is still forecasting equities to outperform bonds over the next year although by a much tighter margin
of around 3%.

Global Equities vs Global Bonds
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The other main reason that equity markets have been so strong is that earnings have been surging. It is no surprise that
earnings have accelerated with a better economic conditions but the extent of the bounce has been surprising. Earnings
have grown by 17% over the past year well in excess of GDP growth of around 3%. This has continued into the most
recent reporting season where over 70% of companies in the US beat earnings forecasts.
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There have been two contributing factors to the strength in earnings growth:
•

A jump in the oil price. The jump in the oil price over the past year has contributed around 4% to the growth in
earnings over the past year as is apparent from the chart below that compares global earnings growth with and
without the energy sector.

•

The weakness in the $US. A falling $US is a significant tailwind to earnings because many companies report in $US.
Around 60% of companies (by market cap) report in $US even though only around 30% of earnings are actually
made in the US. This means that a falling $US artificially inflates reported global earnings growth; over the past
year this effect has been around 3 percentage points.

Looking forward, this analysis suggests that the key issues for determining whether the equity run can continue are:
•

How quickly will earnings growth fade as oil prices stabilise and the $US rises? We assume that earnings will
remain relatively healthy given the strength of the economic backdrop in the US and Europe. However some
slowdown is likely – we assume earnings growth of 5-8% over the next year. This is less than current analysts’
forecasts so suggests some downgrades through 2018.

•

Will inflation start to rise and force a more aggressive policy response from central banks? Policy will be less
supportive next year as the Fed tightens and the European Central Bank slows its pace of quantitative easing.
However if inflation begins to rise both central banks will need to move more aggressively. There has recently been
some reacceleration in prices at the manufacturing level in China and the US; we will be closely watching whether
this flows through to higher consumer prices.

Our conclusion is that equities are likely to outperform bonds modestly over the next year but we will be watching
earnings revisions, inflation and policy closely for a more significant turning point for markets.
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We continue to have a preference for international over domestic equities based on better growth prospects and
valuations offshore and our expectations for a fall in the $A. Europe remains our preferred region based on very strong
macro and reasonable valuations. European exposure can be gained through exposure to funds, ETFs (our preferred
ETFs are IEU and ESTX) or direct stocks.
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This document is provided by Evans and Partners Pty Ltd (Evans and Partners) ABN 85 125 338 785, holder of AFSL 318075.
Please refer to the document entitled ‘Research Conflicts of Interest Disclosure’ available for download from the Important Disclosures section of our website
(eandp.com.au).
The information is general advice only and does not take into consideration an investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice,
investors should consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation and needs. If the advice relates to a
financial product that is the subject of a Product Disclosure Statement (e.g. unlisted managed funds) investors should obtain the PDS and consider it before
making any decision about whether to acquire the product.
The material contained in this document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the
purchase or sale of securities. It should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Investors should be aware that
past performance is not an infallible indicator of future performance and future returns are not guaranteed.
Any opinions and/or recommendations expressed in this material are subject to change without notice and Evans and Partners is not under any obligation to
update or keep current the information contained herein. References made to third parties are based on information believed to be reliable but are not
guaranteed as being accurate.
This document is provided to the recipient only and is not to be distributed to third parties without the prior consent of Evans and Partners.
EVANS AND PARTNERS DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS
Evans and Partners and its respective officers and associates may have an interest in the securities or derivatives of any entities referred to in this material.
Evans and Partners does, and seeks to do, business with companies that are the subject of its research reports.
EVANS AND PARTNERS CORPORATE RELATIONSHIP DISCLOSURE
Company Nature of Relationship
Security

Nature of Relationship

APOF

The Responsible Entity (RE) and Fund Manager of Fort Street Real Estate Capital Fund I (APOF), the Trustee of APOF’s primary underlying
investment, the Australian Property Opportunities Trust (APOF Trust) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans
Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The Investment Manager (IM) of APOF is partially owned by a related body corporate of Evans and
Partners. Each of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and IM will receive fees for services provided to APOF and/or APOF Trust. Directors or
employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and/or IM of APOF and/or APOF
Trust. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

APOF II

The Responsible Entity (RE) and Fund Manager of Fort Street Real Estate Capital Fund II (APOF II), the Trustee of APOF II’s primary underlying
investment, the Australian Property Opportunities Trust II (APOF Trust II) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans
Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The Investment Manager (IM) of APOF II is partially owned by a related body corporate of Evans and
Partners. Each of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and IM will receive fees for services provided to APOF II and/or APOF Trust II. Directors or
employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and/or IM of APOF II and/or APOF
Trust II. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

APOF III

The Responsible Entity (RE) and Fund Manager of Fort Street Real Estate Capital Fund III (APOF III), the Trustee of APOF III’s primary
underlying investment, the Australian Property Opportunities Trust III (APOF Trust III) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned
subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The Investment Manager (IM) of APOF III is partially owned by a related body
corporate of Evans and Partners. Each of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and IM will receive fees for services provided to APOF III and/or APOF
Trust III. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE, Fund Manager, Trustee and/or IM of
APOF III and/or APOF Trust III. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

AQF

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd and the Investment Manager (IM) of Australian Governance Masters Index Fund Limited (AQF) are wholly owned
subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd (Evans Dixon) and related bodies corporate. The IM will receive fees for acting as IM of AQF. Directors or
employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the IM and they each receive remuneration from Evans Dixon
and/or its related entities.

AUF

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd and the Investment Manager (IM) of Australian Masters Fund Limited (AUF) are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans
Dixon Pty Ltd (Evans Dixon) and related bodies corporate. The IM will receive fees for acting as IM of AUF. Directors or employees of Evans
Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the IM and they each receive remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related
entities.

AUI

The Issuer has appointed Evans and Partners as Broker to an on-market buy-back. Accordingly, Evans and Partners is unable to give Sellers
advice in respect to a sale of this security.

AWQ

The Issuer has appointed Evans and Partners as Broker to an on-market buy-back. Accordingly, Evans and Partners is unable to give sellers
advice in respect to a sale of this security.

AYJ

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd and the Investment Manager (IM) of Australian Masters Yield Fund No 3 Limited (AYJ) are wholly owned subsidiaries
of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd (Evans Dixon) and related bodies corporate. The IM will receive fees for acting as IM of AYJ. A director of Evans and
Partners is a director of AYJ. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the IM and they each
receive remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

AYK

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd and the Investment Manager (IM) of Australian Masters Yield Fund No 4 Limited (AYK) are wholly owned subsidiaries
of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd (Evans Dixon) and related bodies corporate. The IM will receive fees for acting as IM of AYK. A director of Evans and
Partners is a director of AYK. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the IM and they each
receive remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

AYZ

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd and the Investment Manager (IM) of Australian Masters Yield Fund No 5 Limited (AYZ) are wholly owned subsidiaries
of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd (Evans Dixon) and related bodies corporate. The IM will receive fees for acting as IM of AYZ. A director of Evans and
Partners is a director of AYZ. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the IM and they each
receive remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

CBA

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.

CRR

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.

DUI

The Issuer has appointed Evans and Partners as Broker to an on-market buy-back. Accordingly, Evans and Partners is unable to give Sellers
advice in respect to a sale of this security.
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EGD

The Responsible Entity (RE) and Investment Manager (IM) of Evans and Partners Global Disruption Fund (EGD) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd
are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The RE and IM will receive fees for acting as RE and IM of
EGD. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE and/or IM of EGD. A Director of Evans
and Partners is a member of the EGD Investment Committee and an employee of Evans and Partners is a Portfolio Consultant to the EGD
Investment Committee. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

EMF

The Responsible Entity (RE) and the Investment Manager (IM) of Emerging Markets Masters Fund (EMF) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are
wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The RE and IM will receive fees for acting as RE and IM of EMF.
Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE and/or IM of EMF. Each individual receives
remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

IGL

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.

JLG

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.

MGP

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.

NES

The Responsible Entity (RE) and the Investment Manager (IM) of New Energy Solar (NES) and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned
subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. The RE and IM will receive fees for acting as RE and IM of NES. Directors or
employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE and/or IM of NES. Each individual receives remuneration
from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities. Evans and Partners has been appointed Joint Lead Manager to an offering of securities of NES and will receive fees

for acting in this capacity.
OSP
SWM

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.
A director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd is a director of Seven West Media Limited.

TOX

Evans and Partners arranged, managed or co-managed a public offering of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for which it
received a fee.

URF

The Responsible Entity (RE) and Investment Manager (IM) of US Masters Residential Property Fund (URF), other entities that provide services to
URF and Evans and Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. Each of the RE, IM and
other related entities will receive fees for services provided to URF. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate
are directors of the RE, IM of URF and/or other related entities that provide services to URF. A director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd is a
director of URF’s primary underlying investment, US Masters Residential Property (USA) Fund (US REIT). Each individual receives remuneration
from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

USF

The Responsible Entity (RE) of USF, other entities that provide services to US Select Private Opportunities Fund (USF) and Evans and Partners
Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. Each of the RE and other related entities will receive
fees for services provided to USF. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE of USF
and/or other related entities that provide services to USF. A director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd is a director of the Investment Manager of
the Limited Partnership, the investment vehicle through which USF invests. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its
related entities.

USG

The Responsible Entity (RE) of USG, other entities that provide services to US Select Private Opportunities Fund II (USG) and Evans and
Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. Each of the RE and other related entities will
receive fees for services provided to USG. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE of
USG and/or other related entities that provide services to USG. A director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd is a director of the Investment Manager
who provides investment management services to the General Partner for the Limited Partnership, the investment vehicle through which USG
invests. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

USP

The Responsible Entity (RE) of USP, other entities that provide services to US Select Private Opportunities Fund III (USP) and Evans and
Partners Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of Evans Dixon Pty Ltd and related bodies corporate. Each of the RE and other related entities will
receive fees for services provided to USP. Directors or employees of Evans Dixon and/or its related bodies corporate are directors of the RE of
USP and/or other related entities that provide services to USP. A director of Evans and Partners Pty Ltd is a director of the Investment Manager
who provides investment management services to the General Partner for the Limited Partnership, the investment vehicle through which USP
invests. Each individual receives remuneration from Evans Dixon and/or its related entities.

VLW

Evans and Partners has arranged, managed or co-managed an offering of securities of the company or its affiliates in the past 12 months, for
which it received a fee.
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I, Tim Rocks, hereby certify that all the views expressed in this report accurately reflect our personal views about the subject investment theme and/or
company securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views
expressed in this report.
RESEARCH ANALYST DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST
I, Tim Rocks, and/or entities in which I have a pecuniary interest, have an exposure to the following securities and/or managed products: Aberdeen Emerging
Opportunities Fund, AMP Cap Core Property Fund, AMP Capital Corporate Bond Fund, BlackRock Multi Opportunity Absolute Return, Fidelity Australian Equities
Fund, Grant Samuel Epoch Global Equity Share Yield Fund, IFP Global Franchise Fund, Macquarie High Conviction Fund, Plato Australian Shares Income Fund,
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